
Sure, plenty of ladies went bananas for the now-ubiquitous bestseller Fifty Shades 
of Grey. But many others had a hard time getting through the book, plagued by the 
thought, Wow, this writing is terrible. not to worry; there is truly excellent erotica out 
there—literary, thought-provoking, totally hot stories tailored to all sorts of sexual pro-
clivities. And here’s where to find it.

Arousing Authors
If you want to start boning up (har) on quality erotica, you’ll want to start with the work of 
some stellar modern female authors. perhaps best known is rachel Kramer Bussel, who 
edits and contributes to a slew of top-notch anthologies; aside from the Best Sex Writing 
series, she’s worked on niche collections like Tasting Her: Oral Sex Stories; Please, Sir: 
Erotic Stories of Female Submission; and Suite Encounters: Hotel Sex Stories. In the same 
elite company are Alison tyler (try her 2006 short story collection Exposed), tristan 
taormino (who edited many of the annual Best Lesbian Erotica anthologies), Megan 
Hart (2009’s Stranger is a good bet), Sommer Marsden (check out the page-turner Rest-
less Spirit), Janine Ashbless (a specialist in erotic fantasy tales), and portia Da Costa 
(start with the BDSM-driven Entertaining Mr. Stone). Grab any of these ladies’ books 
and you’re bound to hit pay dirt. 

Provocative Publishers
Since its founding in 1980, Cleis press has become known for disseminating heaps of 
high-quality smut, and their pretty covers are more indie arthouse than bodice-ripping 

romance. the Mischief ebook series of 
erotica and romantic fiction has a website 
that offers a handy icon guide for choos-
ing the best filth for you. A corset icon, for 
instance, represents historical erotica, 
while three pairs of feet represents group 
fun. If you’re into spicy science fiction, 
works from Circlet press should be your 
next stop. And of course, every issue of 
BUST contains a “one-Handed read”—a 
piece of steamy fiction hand-selected by 
the mag’s resident smut experts.

Stimulating Sites  
Good Vibrations isn’t merely a sex-toy 
store—the company’s blog (goodvibesblog.
com) showcases some excellent racy 
reads. While free erotica can be incon-
sistent, when the stories on oysters and 
Chocolate (oystersandchocolate.com) and 
Clean Sheets (cleansheets.com) are good, 
they’re very, very good. newbie readers 
of X-rated fiction should definitely pe-
ruse the collection at the erotica readers 
and Writers Association (erotica-readers.
com). Just think of these sites like vintage 
stores—you may have to do a bit of search-
ing to find something that fits you.

Titillating Texts
It’s tough to recommend specific books 
because we’re all into different sexy situ-
ations. Are you heterosexual or homo-
sexual? Do you like it rough or gentle? 
though there’s an overwhelming number 
of great new reads on offer these days, I 
recommend working through the clas-
sics of the genre: Delta of Venus by Anaïs 
nin, The Story of O by pauline reage, and 
The Sleeping Beauty Trilogy by Anne rice 
are good starts. As for more recent work, 
anthologies are always a good bet, as they 
usually satisfy a wide range of tastes. Visit 
eroticarevealed.com for reviews of recent 
titles; some quality 2012 selections are the 
e-book Seduce Me Tonight, Thrones of De-
sire: Erotic Tales of Swords, Mist and Fire, 
and the latest edition of the annual Best 
Women’s Erotica. With reads this good, 
your only complaint will be that they don’t 
last long enough. (that’s what she said.) 
–rachel friedman
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